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1. Problem or Need 

The purpose of this project is to modify a TBD quadrotor platform by designing a control system that allows flight 

through a standard doorway when located within 1 meter of the system’s closest sensor. The onboard control system 

will consist of a sensor suite capable of tracking position in three dimensional inertial space, which will integrate 

with a TBD autopilot system, to maneuver through the doorway. 

Success in this project would prove that an autonomous quadrotor is capable of delicately maneuvering through an 

urban environment with doorways. Future models could expand on this project in many ways.  For example adding 

the capability of saving object locations could map a building, allowing for more detailed and efficient searches.  

An autonomous quadrotor would allow search and rescue teams, firemen, police and possibly military personnel to 

safely search any building for people or dangerous materials without placing a person in harm’s way. 

2. Previous Work  

In order to address evolving threats to our safety and security, new technologies are being developed to aid in tasks 

such as search and rescue, and surveillance. One such technology is that of small, autonomous quadrotors. Research 

labs around the world have begun placing resources into investigating the behavior of quadrotors and their potential 

for real world applications. 

A project was conducted by Worcester Polytechnic Institute to construct an autonomous quadrotor platform for 

indoor search and rescue.
2
 The quadrotor was equipped with sensors which relayed altitude, odometry and relative 

distance to foreign objects, and it was capable of autonomous take off, hover, traversal and landing. It was found that 

the LIDAR sensor could save data and effectively map an environment when the craft was rotated 180 degrees. This 

demonstrates the capability of quadrotor and sensing equipment to locate doors and hallways through which it could 

fly, which is one of the primary goals of the RECUV project.  Furthermore, the quadrotor designed by WPI was 

capable of wireless communication, another requirement for the RECUV project. Both projects are similar in their 

aim to design an autonomous quadrotor platform with indoor search and rescue applications, and the findings from 

WPI project may prove to be very useful to the RECUV project.  

Another project was conducted by Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, a federal institute of technology in 

Switzerland.
3 

That project was to design an autonomous quadrotor intended for indoor use, capable of altitude, 

stability and anti-drift control, as well as obstacle avoidance. That project recognized the indoor limitations of GPS, 

so three rate gyroscopes, an accelerometer, an ultra sound sensor, 4 infrared sensors, a high speed motor controller 

and a flight computer were used as an alternative position tracking system. That project demonstrated the ability of a 

quadrotor to safely maintain position in the center of a room and avoid drift in normal indoor conditions, as well as 

the capability to sense walls and avoid them. No work was conducted regarding traversing through doorways 

however, which is a primary goal of the RECUV project. By combining the control techniques developed in this 

project, the ability to travel through a doorway should be possible. Furthermore, that project can be used as valuable 

insight as to the type of sensors and sensor arrangements for the RECUV project.  

Another group, known as the DIY Drones development team, has created an open source quadrotor UAV.
5
 It has 

demonstrated the ability for autonomous controlled flight through pre-specified waypoint course selections as well as 

the ability for integrating an IR sensor for obstacle avoidance. That platform could be a possible starting point for this 

project providing that students will have the ability to integrate a control system with the aircraft’s autopilot to adjust 

the platform’s position and lead it through a door while maintaining the specified distance requirements. 

While no quadrotor platform has been specifically designed for flight through doorways, there has been enough 
initial research for such a project to be feasible.   
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3. Specific Objectives 

The objective of this project is to design, build, integrate, and test a control system, that will be capable of 

autonomously flying a commercially acquired quadrotor platform through a detected 3’x6’8” doorway from a 

distance of 1 m. 

3.1 Minimum Requirements for Success: Level 1 

Motion of a quadrotor will require an onboard sensor suite capable of measuring position and state data, to be 
utilized by the control system. The sensor suite must track dynamic motion and static position, with tracking 
position error no greater than twice the resolution of the state and position sensors.  When a doorway is 
detected, the error in the relative position, from a specified point on the structure to the doorway, must not 
exceed ±3 cm.  The same positioning error requirement is made for the altitude data, relative to the ground, 
while 1-2 m high.  

In order to verify that the quadrotor has achieved the minimum requirements for success, it will be tested in the 
RECUV indoor flying laboratory.  This will require the system to be capable of synchronizing its onboard 
position and state sensor data with position and state data collected by the indoor flying laboratory. 

3.2 Motion Requirements and Accuracy of Position/State Data: Level 2. 

In order to achieve level two success, the control system must maintain hover, as well as achieve dynamic 
motion through a doorway. This requirement will yield a control system consisting of a sensor suite, 
commercial autopilot software, and proper guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) algorithm(s).  The sensor 
suite must satisfy all level 1 success criteria, as well integrate into the quadrotor platform while maintaining the 
original balance properties of the platform. The chosen autopilot software must be capable of integrating with 
the sensor suite, and allow incorporation of GNC algorithm(s) that read position and state data from the sensor 
suite to facilitate motion through the doorway. Level two success also dictates that while moving through the 

doorway, the speed of the quadrotor platform must be within 0.2-2.0 . 

3.3  Doorway Searching & Determination: Level 3 

As the autonomous quadrotor is intended for use within buildings, the highest level of success of the project 
would entail a control system that can move laterally along a wall, searching for a doorway.  Once the control 
system senses a doorway, it will initiate navigation through the doorway. After navigating through the doorway 
the quadrotor must cease motion and be recovered for further tests and validation. 

4. Functional Requirements 

The subsystems of the project and their interactions can be seen in Figure 1. The project will consist of two 
microprocessors acting as master and slave. The autopilot will be a slave to the master microcontroller which will be 
used for Command and Data Handling. Proximity sensors will acquire location data of the surroundings which will 
be processed by the microcontroller and then used to adjust the quadrotor’s path accordingly. Information from the 
stabilizing sensors will be fed into the autopilot and will allow the platform to follow the specified path. Power is half 
shaded as a deliverable because devices may include power supplies, but additional power will need to be provided 
for sensors and microprocessors. A testing device will also be needed to compare acquired relative position data to 
data acquired by highly calibrated devices.  

Figure 2 contains the CONOPS diagram of this project. As can be seen in this diagram, the results of this project will 
allow the quadrotor to identify the doorway and allow it to move through the door while tracking its position to the 
door’s sides and the floor. The minimum requirements for success of this project will assume that the quadrotor is 
already present in front of the doorway.  However, highest level of success of the project will require the quadrotor to 
travel along a wall, and detect when a doorway is present, before beginning to navigate through it.  What the 
quadrotor does after going through the doorway is a matter addressed by the customer, and not within the scope of 
this project.  
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Figure 1. FBD of Required Design Solution 

 

Figure 2. Concept of Operations Diagram 
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5.  Critical Project Elements 

     While many design solutions exist, all must account for the following critical elements: 

5.1   Critical Purchases: 

i. Quadrotor Platform 

A quadrotor platform must be purchased for any design solution. The selection of the platform will yield technical 

requirements, such as a mass budget, as well as restrictions on the autopilot system. When purchasing the quadrotor, it is 

imperative to ensure that the total cost remains less than $3,000 due to customer budget. 

ii. Autopilot 

As with the quadrotor platform, an autopilot system will be purchased and impose restrictions on the design.  These 

restrictions include limitations on what sensors can be integrated in the system, as well as the reaction capabilities of the 

quadrotor. The autopilot will also influence design parameters such as battery configuration and communication protocols 

could restrict design parameters. 

iii. Sensors 

The sensors will impose technical requirements that include taking measurements with high accuracy and precision. 

Purchased sensors must have high enough resolution, such that they can track position within ±3 cm. Sensors must also 

transmit data at the speeds required by the autopilot, to keep the quadrotor within its position and stability requirements 

given above.   

5.2   Testing/Verification 

Testing and verification will ideally be performed in RECUV’s indoor flying laboratory. The laboratory is still under 

construction, and must be ready for testing after fabrication.  If the laboratory is not ready, another testing facility will need to 

be located or created. 

5.3   Design Challenges 

i. Mechanical 

Structural additions to the quadrotor will be required for securing devices such as the microcontroller, batteries and sensors. 

These external attachments will need to be able to withstand loads associated with the quadrotor’s flight, while ensuring 

that no interference is caused to the data transmission. The attachments must be mounted on the exterior of the quadrotor 

without dramatically affecting the balance of the platform.  

ii. Control/Software: 

The design challenge of the control and software aspects of this project will center around the sensor processing and sensor 

fusion. The microcontroller, autopilot, and sensors must communicate with the appropriate timing to ensure the quadrotor 

functions properly. The microcontroller must synthesize data from multiple sensors, determine necessary motion 

commands, and transmit these commands to the autopilot.   

iii. Electronics: 

The circuit boards must contain the correct circuits to handle signal processing, power distribution, and data handling. 

Additionally, the electronics will need to adhere to a power budget, dictated by the selected battery power supply. 

Electronics must not interfere with the mass budget and center of gravity of the quadrotor causing it to be off balance. 

iv. Systems Integration: 

All components will be purchased, designed, and tested with foresight on the characteristics of the components that will 

integrate with each other in terms of mass, power, coding language and other criteria. Purchases and other design decisions 

must be made with the knowledge that components will properly integrate with each other.   

6. Team Skills and Interest 

Critical Project Elements Team member(s) and associated skills/interests 

Purchase Quadrotor Geoff Inge-Interest in quadrotor research, experience in budgeting & trade studies 

Marcell Smalley-Budgeting experience, Interested in quadrotor research 

Purchase Autopilot Geoff Inge- Interest in autopilot tech., experience in budgeting & trade studies 

 Edward Scott- Interested in mitigating imposed technical restrictions from 

autopilot 
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Purchase Sensors Geoff Inge-Experience in budgets & trade studies, consistency w/ other purchasing 

Ethan Long- Experience with sensor communication and protocol 

Mechanical Tyler Shea - Interested in learning fabrication techniques and CAD 

Geoff Inge- Experience with CAD (Solidworks, Catia), interest in manufacturing 

Gavin Montgomery- Some interest in manufacturing and construction 

Software/Controls Mark Onorato - Currently enrolled in Micro Avionics 

Edward Scott- Currently enrolled in automatic control systems 

Gavin Montgomery- Currently enrolled in automatic control systems 

Electrical Ethan Long- Embedded systems, PCB Design, currently in Micro Avionics  

Gavin Montgomery- Interested in electrical components and circuits 

Austin Anderson- Iterested in electrical components and circuits 

Systems Integration Marcell Smalley- Experience (Space Grant/DBF), Interest in expanding knowledge 

Tyler Shea- Interested in system architectures and subsystem coordination. 

Austin Anderson- Interested in subsystem integration, particularly between sensors 

and software.  

Testing Edward Scott- Enrolled in professor Frew’s class, will be in communication often. 

Geoff Inge- Interest in testing environment and procedures 

7. Resources 

Critical Elements Team Resources 

Purchase Quadrotor 

Platform 

Team has been given $3,000 budget for a quadrotor platform.  

Resources: CU Flying Club, Prof. Akos, James Mack 

Purchase Autopilot Team has been given a $5,000 budget for project materials. 

Resources: Prof. Frew, RECUV Lab, James Mack, CU Flying Club 

Purchase Sensors Team has been given a $5,000 budget for project materials. 

Resources: Prof. Sternovsky, Prof. Frew, Prof. Palo, Trudy Schwartz, Tim May 

Mechanical Team needs the resources to manufacture additional structures for the quadrotor platform 

Resources: Matt Rhode, ITLL Machine Shop, ASEN Machine Shop 

Software/Controls Team needs the resources to develop code and GNC algorithms. 

Resources: Simulink, Software Compiler, Debugger, Prof. Frew, Prof. Palo 

Electrical Team needs the resources to develop an operational circuit board for the sensor suite. 

Resources:ITLL Electrical Lab, Tim May, Trudy Schwartz, Prof. Palo, Prof.Sternovsky, 

Oscilloscope, Soldering Tools, PCB Design Software 

Systems Integration Team needs a viable way to ensure subsystems integrate correctly. 

Resources: Prof. Palo, Prof. Lawrence, Trudy Schwartz, RECUV office space 

Testing RECUV indoor flying lab. Also necessary software for testing of theoretical concepts and 

for predicting platform’s performance. 

Resources: Trudy Schwartz, Prof. Frew, James Mack, RECUV indoor flying lab, ITLL Lab 

software 
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